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ABSTRACT 
 
Shan-Tsun-Laio landslide continuously in motion is situated at Fu-Hsin village in ChihChang 
Township, Taitung County. The invasion of Xangsan Typhoon that brought 603mm of 
precipitation on October 30th, 2000, which later on triggered the landslide on November 3rd

 

. 
TRIGRS was used in this study to understand the effects of grid sizes, rainfall patterns, and 
groundwater stages played during the landslide events. The simulation results indicated that 
grid size affect both grid’s safety factor and pore pressure head. Larger the grid size, less 
sensitivity the surface slope of the grid becomes which equally reduces the slope instability. 
Simulation results also showed the effect of initial groundwater level to both pore pressures 
and safety factor. If simulation started with low groundwater level, then number of grids with 
safety factor less than unity consisted 17.63% of the total grids in the beginning of a rainstorm 
event (t=1hr). If simulation started with high groundwater level, then 22.42% of the total grids 
possessed safety factors less than critical. However, the effect of groundwater level 
diminished at the end of the rainfall event (t=60hr) with only 0.06% of increase in percentage 
of grid counts having safety factor less than 1.0. Right- and left-skewed rainfall events were 
used to assess the effect of rainfall pattern. The simulation results indicated that left-skewed 
rainfall events had higher influence on the rises of pore pressure and slope instability. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
ShanTsunLaio landslide is situated at Fu-Hsin village in ChihChang Township, Taitung 
County. The invasion of Xangsan Typhoon that brought 603mm of precipitation on October 
30, 2000, later on triggered the landslide on November 3. The scarp of the landslide measured 
1km long and 500m across the slope. Roads, houses, temples, as well as hen farms were 
destroyed during the landslide event. 
 
Rainfall as well as groundwater was found to have negative effect to slope stability. They 
were considered to be part of the major factors affecting the effective stress and shear strain of 
soil. In order to understand how rainfall pattern and groundwater stages affects the intiation of 
landslide, TRIGRS numerical simulation model, which developed by Baum et al. (2002), was 
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used in this study; whereas, TRIGRS stands for Transient Rainfall Infiltration and Grid-based 
Regional Slope-stability. Grid size that protrates the detail characteristics of sliding matrix 
was first tested in TRIGRS to identify the ultimate grid scale. 
 
Bourke (2005) pointed out, through field investigation at Cloghoge Valley in east Ireland, 
several important factors affecting slope stability. Factors includes topography, soil depth, 
seepage, the flow amd concentration of surface runoff. In addition, high intensity rainfall 
occurred prior to the ongoing rainfall event, which helps maintain soil matrix in saturation 
condition is another important factror. 
 
Reid (1994) proposed an one-dimensional homogeneous porous medium pressure diffusion 
model to connect hydrologic relation between rainfall intensity, rainfall duration, and 
porewater pressure. From model calibration using information gathered by USGS at a 300m 
long, 150m wide, 7~10m deep debris-flow cluvial fan Reid’s pressure diffusion model was 
able to estimate the critical rainfall thredshold that might trigger landslide. However, Reid 
addressed the major difficulity in model simulation regarding the insufficiency of saturated 
hydraulic conductivity in describing the infiltration and seepage phenomea. 
 
Montgomery et al. (1997) conducted field experiments using both simulated and natural 
rainfall to understand the development of surface runoff as well as porewater pressure in 
shallow cluvial soil. They concluded that the percolated water movement at the interface 
between cluvial soil and underlying rock strata controls the soil saturation, surface runoff, and 
porewater pressure changes. 
 
Reid et al. (1997) used USGS debris-flow flume to simulation the intial movement of 
debrisflow. Subsurface inflow, high-, and medium- intensity rainfall were the main control 
parameters; whereas, soil suction potential, soilwater content, and soil displacements were 
monitored suring the experiment. Reid et al. found that introduction of subsurface inflow with 
the assistance of high intensity rainfall directly initiate the sudden slope instability; whereas, 
replacement with medium intensity rainfall helped initiate slope instability in steps. As far as 
the changes of porewater pressure was concerned, subsurface inflow and medium intensity 
raindall increased the porewater pressure during the instance of slope failure. However, 
combination of subsurface inflow and high intensity rainfall did not encourge the wide spread 
increases of porewater pressure. Genrally speaking, at the instance of slipe failure, drastic 
variations of porewater pressure may occur and part of the unsaturated soil matrix may 
instantantously become saturated. 
 
Torres et al. (1998) investigated the the processes of porewater pressure changes as well as 
slope instability through field experiments. Sprinkler irrigation system was used to bring the 
test soil to a quasi-steady stability as soil suction potential and porewater pressure were 
monitored simultaneously. During the initial stage of wetting, variations in suction potential  
readings at deep soil matrix were registered, which occurred much earlier than variations of 
porewater head gradient front. 
 
Chen et al. (2005) tested TRIGRS model using Ten-liao landslide located at Taipei County, 
which was triggerred by Xangsan Typhoon on November 1st, 2000. With the assumption of 
fully saturated soil matrix at 10m×10m grid size for a 300m×340m domain, Chen et al. found 
that TRIGRS was able to estimate the porewater pressure changes for the slope. 
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METHOD AND MATERIALS 
 
Site description 
 
The study site, Shan-Tsun-Laio landslide, is situated at the foothill west of Taiwan East 
Coastal Mountain Range. East Coastal Mountain Range is mainly formed by Tulansan 
Andesite Formation; therefore, the terrain is rather steep with the average slope of 45 degree 
and above. Rock fall as well as rock debris is often observed in the region, which 
continuously adds to the volume of colluvium fan that mainly formed by Lichi Mudstone 
Formation. Tulansan Formation is mainly formed by volcanic rocks and debris, the lithofacies 
include lava flow, pyroclastic flow and agglomerate. On the other, Lichi Formation is mainly 
formed by green grayish or gray blackish mudstone, sedimentary rocks and serpentinite. 
 
The thickness of the colluvium deposit varies between 2- to 27m as that shown in Figs. 1 and 
2 (SWCB, 2002). The colluvium deposit has not yet reached consolidation; therefore, both 
permeability and porosity is high with great spatial variations. Part of the colluvium that 
formed in the context of grain-to-grain supported often illustrates higher strength and 
permeability; whereas, those of matrix supported illustrates weaker strength and lower 
permeability. 
 

 
Fig. 1 Boreholes locations, landslide boundary, and analysis boundary of the study site 
 
Based upon laboratory analysis conducted on borehole samples taken from depleted mass, the 
specific weight of the debris is within 1.77- to 2.32 t/m3 with the average of 2.11 t/m3. Natural 
water content by volume is between 6.05- and 34.80% with the average of 16.15%. The liquid 
limit index is between 17.9- and 33.6% with the average of 28.3%, and plastic limit index is 
between 9.2- and 15.6% with the average of 11.78%. 
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Fig. 2 Stratigraohic sections of the study site 
 
The most noteworthy landslide event recorded at the study site was triggered by Typhoon 
Xangsan that invaded Taiwan on Oct. 30, 2000. The continuous downpour finally initiated 
landslide on Nov. 3, 2000. The slide body measured 1km long and 500m wide and the 
headscarp resembled an eroded bowl, of which lower part appeared to cause by rotational 
slide and upper part by transitional slide. 
 
Input parameters and simulation pre-processes 
 
Friction angles and cohesion of the depleted mass suggested by Soil and Water Conservation 
Bureau (2005) were used for TRIGRS simulation. The friction angle was set between 15 to 22 
degree for colluvium situated inside the sliding zone and 28 degree for those situated outside 
the sliding zone. Similarly, cohesion was set between 0.2 to 0.5 t/m2 and 2 t/m2 for colluvium 
situated inside and outside of the sliding zone respectively. 
 
Coefficient of permeability was determined based upon the principle of variable head at the 
boreholes by monitoring groundwater stage variation; a procedure proposed by Department of 
Navy (1982) in the NAVFAC DM-7.1 Manual. The field-determined coefficient of 
permeability of the study site was found to be 1.19x10-4 cm/s. 
 
Groundwater stage readings were manually recorded every two weeks from 10 observation 
wells. Displacement readings from four inclinometers were also recorded from 2002 to 2005. 
The locations of groundwater observation wells and inclinometers are shown in Fig. 3. 
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Fig. 3 Locations of groundwater observation wells and inclinometers at the study site 
 
The most updated landscape survey data were used to construct the DEM for the study site, 
and the calculation domain was selected based on the best knowledge that we had on the site. 
The calculation domain as shown in Fig. 3 measured 800m along and 320m across the slope. 
In order to match the coordination system scheme required by TRIGRS, the calculation 
domain was then rotated counter-clockwise 35 degree with respect to right-hand domain 
corner at the upland. 
 
Groundwater level records from three vital typhoon events were plotted to obtain the 
groundwater distributions as that shown in Fig. 4. Groundwater level records include: (1). 
data recorded on Aug. 26 and Sept. 12, 2003 for Typhoon Dujuan with total precipitation of 
540mm, (2). data recorded on Jun. 25 and Jul. 9, 2004 for Typhoon Mindulle with total 
precipitation of 530mm, and (3). data recorded on Nov. 15, 2004 prior to the invasion of 
Typhoon Nanmadol with total precipitation of 575mm. 
 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
 
Grid size, rainfall pattern, and groundwater level are three of the possible factors that affect 
the outcomes of slope stability simulation. Grid size controls the resolutions of DEM, 
geologic, soil, hydrologic, and hydrogeologic information. Therefore, TRIGRS was tested at 
different grid scales first to determine the ultimate grid size. The effects of rainfall patterns 
and groundwater levels on slope stability were then assessed. 
 
Due to availability of field data, on-site precipitation during the typhoon as well as 
groundwater levels (as shown in Fig. 4) collected before Typhoon Nanmadol was used to 
assess the effects of grid size and rainfall pattern on slope safety factors and pore water 
distributions at the sliding interface. 
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Fig. 4 Distributions of groundwater levels at the study site observed 17 days beforeon Typhoon Nanmadol 
 
Effect on simulation results imposed by grid size 
 
Two grid sizes were used in this study. They were 5m×5m and 10m×10m. TRIGRS was run 
using the same background information; including DEM, rainfall histogram, soil properties, 
and groundwater levels. The simulation results are presented in terms of safety factors and 
pore water pressure as the following: 
 
1. Distribution of safety factors: 
Safety factors estimated by TRIGRS at the maximum sliding depth (Zmax) are presented; 
also summarized in Table 1; in Fig. 5; in which, left-hand column represents the safety factor 
distributions for 5 m×5m grid at 0-, 1-, and 37hrs into the storm, whereas right-hand column 
for 10m×10m grid. In order to see the difference in grid-size effects, percentage of grids 
having safety factor less than threshold safety factor of 1.0 is plotted against time in Fig. 6. 
 
Table 1 Percentage of cells at different safety factor ranges for different cell sizes 

Time into the rainstorm Safety Factor ranges
Percentage of cells (%) 

Cell size:5m×5m Cell size:10m×10m 

0 hr 

0.0 ~ 0.5 0.23 0.04 
0.5 ~ 1.0 11.75 7.09 
1.0 ~ 1.5 29.65 30.33 
1.5 ~ 10.0 58.36 62.54 

Total 100.00 100.00 

11 hrs 

0.0 ~ 0.5 0.23 0.04 
0.5 ~ 1.0 11.85 7.09 
1.0 ~ 1,5 29.77 30.49 
1,5 ~ 10.0 58.15 62.39 

Total 100.00 100.00 

37 hrs 

0.0 ~ 0.5 0.60 0.11 
0.5 ~ 1.0 24.98 20.22 
1.0 ~ 1.5 37.13 41.52 
1.5 ~ 10.0 37.29 38.15 

Total 100.00 100.00 
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Fig. 5 Distributions of safety factor at the maximum sliding depth for 5 m×5m and 10m×10m grid systems 
 
We can see from Fig. 6 and Table 1 that percentages of cells having safety factors less than 
the threshold of 1.0 at the maximum sliding depth are genrerally less for 10m×10m grid 
system regardless how far the simulation is into the rainstorm. If taken simulation results 
obtained from 5m×5m grid system as the baseline of comparison, 10m×10m grid system 
estimates 4.85-, 4.95-, and 5.25% less for grid cells having safety factors less than the 
threshold when 0-, 11-, and 37hrs into the storm; respectively. Similarly, if uplifting the 
threshold to 1.5, 10m×10m grid system estimates 4.17-, 4.24-, and 0.86% less for grid cells 
having safety factors less than the threshold when 0-, 11-, and 37hrs into the storm; 
respectively. 
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Fig. 6 Percentages of cells having safety factor less than threshold at the maximum sliding depth for 5 m×5m 
and 10m×10m grid systems 
 
2. Distribution of pore water pressure: 
Grid cells at he sliding interface having same pore water pressure head ranges were grouped 
and the percentages were then calculated. The results are shown in Fig. 7 for simulation 1- 
and 37hrs into the storm at two grid systems. 
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Fig. 7 Percentages of cells of different pressure heads at the maximum sliding depth for 5 m×5m and 10m×10m 
grid systems 
 
Simulatin results presented in Fig.7 and that presentedin previous section indicates that grid 
size does not make noticable difference in simulated pore water pressure head; neither on the 
distributions of safety factors at the maximum sliding depth. The reason is probably due to the 
homogenity of depleted mass properties; mainly the coefficient of permeability, and near 
homogeneity in cohesions and friction angles used for simulation inputs. 
 
Even though the resolution of land survey can be pushed to the limits of instrumentations, 
interpolations on the distributions of groundwater levels, permeabilities, cohesions, as well as 
friction angles are still needed to provide the best fitted background input data available. 
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Effect on simulation results imposed by rainfall pattern 
 
In order to understand how rainfall pattern affects TRIGRS simulation results, a mirror image 
of precipitation histrogram was created by flipping the first 25 hours of precipitation 
histrogram of Typhoon Nanmadol on its time axis to form a left-skewed rainfall pattern. The 
original as well as mirror image of the precipitation histrograms are shown in Fig. 8. Identical 
background information; including soil permeability, cohesion, friction angles, 5m×5m grid 
size, and initial groundwater levels, were used as input. 
 

 
Fig. 8 Original and mirror image of the first 25hr precipitation histrograms for Typhoon Namadol 
 
1. Distribution of safety factors: 
Simulation results, in terms of percentage of cells at the sliding interface (Zmax) with safety 
factor less than the threshold, are plotted against time of storm progress as that shown in Fig. 
9. 
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Fig. 9 Distributions of safety factor at the maximum sliding depth for original and mirror-image of rainfall 
patterns 
 
One observation can be easily extracted from Fig. 9 is that simulation results from two rainfall 
patterns start deviating but then gradually converaging at 3- and 25-hr into the storm, 
respectively. About 20% of grid cells at the maximum sliding depth, exposed to mirror-image 
scenario of Typoon Nanmadol, experiences safety factor less than the threshold at 4-hr into 
the storm. On the other hand, a 6-hr delay is estimated by TRIGRS for same percentage of 
cells at the same location at Typhoon Nanmadol original rainfall scenario. 
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At the 10th

 

 hour into the storm, the amount of precipitation starts diminishing for 
mirror-image scenario; whereas, the storm starts boosting its power at about the same time for 
the original rainfall pattern scenario. It does not take long for original scenario to catch up the 
mirror-image scenario. In another words, TRIGRS predicts about the same percentage of cells 
at the sliding interface having safety factor below threshold value right before the median of 
original rainfall pattern is reached and long after the median of mirror-image rainfall pattern is 
passed. 

2. Distribution of pore water pressure: 
TRIGRS simulation results of pore water pressure heads at the maximum sliding depth are 
plotted at in Fig. 10. They are presented as percentages of cells having same pore water 
pressure head ranges at various time marks into the storm. 
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Fig. 10 Revolution of percentages of cells with different pressure heads at the maximum sliding depth for 
different rainfall patterns 
 
From Fig. 10 we can see the revolution of pore water pressure heads for both original and 
mirror-image scenarios. As expected that rainfall pattern controls the timing of soil saturation 
and propergation of wetting front; whereas, the soil permeability dominates the infiltration 
process. 
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A terrace can be easily identified at the left limb of the distrubtion curve when TRIGRS 
progresses 3hrs into the mirror-image storm. It is mainly caused by the non-uniform 
distibution of depleted mass depth that ranges between 6.6m and 17.4m, since the maximum 
sliding depth (Zmax) is self-determined by TRIGRS based upon user’s input that addressed 
the depth of possible sliding interface. 
 
Most of the cells at the maximum sliding depth becomes saturated in the next 4hrs (7-hr into 
the storm) for mirror-image storm; however, two inflection points appear at the left limb of 
the distibution curve for original storm pattern, which do not appear at the left limb of 1hr into 
the mirror-image storm. The appearance of inflection points indicates the magification of 
rainfall pattern effect on pore water pressure when same depleted mass characteristics 
experiencing differnt ranfall inputs. 
 
 
Effect on simulation results imposed by groundwater levels 
 
In order to understand how groundwater level affects slope stability and pore water pressure, 
onsite data collected for Typhoon Xangsane is used for TRIGRS simulation. Typoon Xangsan 
invaded Taiwan between Oct 29, 2000 at 22:00pm and Nov. 1 at 9:00am. It brought 603mm 
of precipitaion in 60 hours. The maximum rainfall intensity reached 90mm/h on Oct. 31 at 
17:00pm. However, groundwater observation at the study site was not available until 2003.  
 
Based on field observations in 2003, we found that groundwater level flucutates between 1/4 
and 3/4 of the depleted mass depth, as that shown in Fig. 11. In addition, during the 
observation period Typhoon Dujuan that invated Taiwan between Aug. 31 and Sept. 2, 2003 
brought total of 540mm precipitation to the site. Groundwater stages at wells SI-2 and SI-3 
did not changed significantly. Therefore, two average groundwater stages are used in this 
study. They are (1) 1/4 of the delpleted mass depth measured from the ground surface, known 
as high groundwater level (HGL) and (2) 1/2 of the depleted mass depth measured from the 
ground surface, known as low groundwater level (LGL). Part of the simulation results is 
summarized in Table 2, and complete results are plotted in Fig.12. 
 
1. Distribution of safety factors: 
Table 2 Percentage of cells at different safety factor ranges for different groundwater levels 

Time into the rainstorm Safety Factor ranges 
Percentage of cells (%) 

HGL LGL 

0 hr 

0.0 ~ 0.5 0.32 0.15 
0.5 ~ 1.0 22.08 17.47 
1.0 ~ 1.5 32.13 30.28 

1.5 ~ 10.0 45.47 52.09 
Total 100.00 100.00 

1 hr 

0.0 ~ 0.5 0.16 0.32 
0.5 ~ 1.0 17.47 22.10 
1.0 ~ 1,5 30.35 32.21 

1,5 ~ 10.0 52.02 45.37 
Total 100.00 100.00 

25 hrs 

0.0 ~ 0.5 0.72 0.72 
0.5 ~ 1.0 27.29 27.35 
1.0 ~ 1.5 33.00 33.15 

1.5 ~ 10.0 38.99 38.79 
Total 100.00 100.00 
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Fig. 11 Groundwater observations at wells SI-2 and SI-3 
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Fig. 12 Distributions of safety factor at maximum sliding depth for high-(0.25×) and low (0. 5×) groundwater 
levels 
 
From the simulation results we found that at the beginning of the storm (1hr into the storm) 
percentage of cells at the maximum sliding depth having safety factor less than threshold 
reaches 22.42% for HGL and 17.63% for LGL scenario. As storm proceeds to the end (60hrs 
into the storm), the percentage increases to 28.07% and 28.01% for HGL and LGL; 
respectively. 
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2. Distribution of pore water pressure: 
 

 
Fig. 13 Distributions of pore water head at maximum sliding depth for high-(0.25×) and low (0. 5×) groundwater 
levels 
 
Fig. 13 illustrates the distributions of pore water heads at the maximum sliding depth at 
different times; in which, (b), (c), and (d) represents the results for LGL scenario, (e), (f), and 
(g) for HGL scenario; respectively. Noticeable differences in cell distribution are predicted at 
the central line of the sliding depth for HGL in the beginning of the storm. Groundwater 
levels continue affecting the slope stability when TRIGRS simulation proceeds into the storm; 
however, it does not cause significant difference between the initial of the storm and 1hr into 
the storm due to low permeability of the depleted mass. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
 
Few conclusions can be drawn from this study. Grid-size affects the resolutions of the 
simulation results; especially the sensitivity of reliefs of ground surface and depleted mass 
interface. Nevertheless, field surveys, borehole, and groundwater observation density controls 
the grid size implemented in TRIGRS as well as any other numerical models with the same 
algorithmic natures. 
 
The rainfall pattern scenarios presented in this study may represent the extreme cases; 
left-skewed rainfall histogram vs. right-skewed. Rainfall pattern affects the timing and time 
span of infiltration process that, in turns, controls the saturation and stability of the depleted 
mass. Unless the rainstorm demonstrates the combination of high intensity, high 
concentration in time domain, and long duration, we conclude that permeability of the 
depleted mass still controls the progress of infiltration. 
 
On the other hand, groundwater level appears to affect the slope stability noticeably than other 
factors considered in this study. It paves the path for slope instability, unless other subsurface 
flow sources are allowed to enter the simulation domain, permeability of the depleted mass 
still drives the progress of sliding. 
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